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Shared isions: Art; ArchitettUre, and the Visual Environment 4

Ours is a visual age. The image seems to have taken over the writ-ten word as we are confronted more than ever- before with visuals in our _everyday lives: photographs, posters, pamphlets, billboards, images on tel-" evision and in film. Because an enormous part of our daily diet consists_of visual imagery, courses in rhetoric no longer can ignore it to deal onlywith the examination and evaluation of verbal discourse. We need to under-stand how the visual image functions in our society and how it affects us =-and the structure and principles of rhetoric can assist us.

Although there are sI001 some rhetorical theorists who do not believe that the visual image is a form of rhetoric, more and more we findagreement that the symbolism of the visual image needs to be studied asMuch as verbal discourse, that we no longer can confine ourselves to thestudy of verbal symbols. Burke, for example, has pointed out that symbo=licity includes not only talk, but"all other human symbol systems, such
as mathematics, music, sculpture, painting, dance, architectural styles,and so on."1 Duncan argues that to study communication in society, we "muststudy art, for the highest (because most completer incorporation of naturalforcestand operations in experience is found in art."2 And Ehninger,'dis-cussing the enlarged scope of- rhetoric that has emerged in recent years,
proposes as a-- contemporary definition of rhetoric "the rationale of symbo-lic inducement, as that discipline which studies all of the ways in which
men may influence each other's thinking and behavior through the strategicuse of symbols." Appropriate subject matter for rhetoricians to study in-cludes art, architecture, dance, and dress.3, Others are eMphasizing the
rhetorical nature of art as well Dewey, for example, sees art as communi-
cation; in fact, he believes it is "the only media of complete and unhin-
dered communication between man and man that can occur in a world full of
gulfs and walls that limit community of experience."4

We may not be accustomed to thinking about art asrhetoric, and itis not often_studied as such; these may constitute two major roadblocks.to
acceptance of art as within the scope of rhetoric. But a definition of art.
easily becomes extremely rhetorical if it is viewed as the production or
arrangement of sounds, colors,_forms, mqvements, and other elements in a .manner that affects or evokes aresponse. And the process by which a visual
phenomenon creates a response is similar to that of verbal, discourse. A
patnting, for example, through_its specific ftesentation. creates 'a parti=
cular reality or world, the meaning of which emerges only through interac=tion between the artist and the viewer.5

As a result of the cooperation between the artist and the viewer,
a community of action is established in which both respond. in similar waysto the visual Symbols. But this cooperation or assent is not automatic,
just as it is not for the speaker or writer. .The art object may offer adifferent vision of the world from that held by tt viewer, thus creatingconflict or division. Through the process of ide tification, the division
between artist, viewer, and art object can be resolved. Such identifica-

.
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tion_occurs only insofar as the artist speaks the viewer's language .by to=
nalityrder, image, attitUdei_and'idea:6 The_artist_makeschoices in
terms of siie_of canvas, type of painti,method-ofapplication, andelements
selected,to expresS the reality;_all -of:these choices may or may not induce
the aUdience_t6aCcept the artist's particular vision of-the world. If th8
workAoes not provide means of identification for the viewer_wittrthe artist
and- the- then the artist's thOiCes_have been inappropriate_forthe'
'audienCe; haVe assumed values or capabilities in theNieWer, that were not
'-therei_or_have been directed at another audience. We see, then,:a process
) that is quite; similar to that which occurs between speaker and ljstener;'a
process familiar to rhetorical theorists and critics.'

The syllabus presented here is designed to assist instrUctors:of
rhetoric in the generation and development of methods of teaching this rhet-
oricof the visual image and to become, aware of the ways' in which, visual,
phenomena can become the focus of a course in rhetorical theory; :Such a
course might be called "Contemporary Rhetoric andthe Visual:EnvironmenW
"Rhetori-c_and the Visual Image," "Rhetoric and the Visual_ArtS," "The Nis--
UalIMage 'as Rhetoric," or simply-Contemporary Rhetoric."

urpose- of the Course:'.

.The course is designedprimarily toiteach theories of contemporary
rhetorical- theory through visual_elements--Whetherthese are found in the
visual at such as_irawing., painting,,and_sculpturearchitecture and-in=
tenor design, Or_thelarger visual environment -Of malls, parks, public
squares, parkingilotSi_Streetsi_neighborhoods,_, and cities. It focuses on
the theories Of indiVidUalS suchLas_Chaim Perelman_,_Kenneth,130rke, Richard
Weaver, Stephen Toulmini_Erving Goffman., Marshall McCuhati; Nhd_i. A. Rich-'
ards, although the methods and exercises proposed here_could apply as well;
to studies-Of -Classical theories of rhetoric-:The_purposelof the course
is-twofold. First, it is designed to help students learn to think rhetori_
cally-7that is, to approach_their visual:-environment from a-- rhetorical per-
spective. Hopefully, it will intreasetheir awareness_ofAlow-visual,phe-
nomena affect them and will decrease their-tolerance for-those- elements.
that they decide cause them to respond in negative or unproductive ways
Second-, the course is designeditO Make students feel:more_comfortableabdut
viewing and evaluating, their visual environment. The:exposure of_many-col-
lege,students_to visual literacy consists of an_art history:or studio course,
neither of which teaches ways of looking ,and understanding oneS:response
to visual.experiences. While'this course certainly will notdeal in any
detail with 'theories of art and the process_of' art criticism, it_Will pro-
Vide_students wittrsome:confidence as they learn to approach phe-
ntiMehon using specific concepts and methods that:have been tried and tested
over centuries of the rhetorical tradition.

Format of the Course

The course is divided intohree units, the,first unit, the in



struttor will lecture, on .contemporary theories of rhetoric as offered by
Burke, Wea-Or, Toulmin, Perelman, McLuhan, Goffman, Richards,' and others.
Students, of course; will read various works by these theoristt to become
acquainted with their ,bastc ideas about. rhetoric.

Imthesecond unit, guest lecturers (perhaps arranged tor_by_the
students themselyes)._will_discUss the rhetorical aspects:of visual elements
in their practicaLapplication;These speakers ,might include a" city plan-
ner. an arts admiriistratOri an architect ; :an-artftt, and an interior de-7-
signer, eachitpeaking on_howjhe decisions they make in their work result
in certain kinds of_responses in their-audience._ FOr example, the city-

" planner might diseust zoningj transportation'iyitems; the development of
:parks; and the design of streets arid how_these affect the-quality of living
in and_retOonses to a city; The director of:anart. museum-Might speak about
how exhibitions are selected and hung; how showsare juried.-and how these
decitiOntiaffett the patrons of the Museum and-the:Community at:large; An
interior designer might tell how he.or she makes choices as_to,color, design,
.5tylo;and form,in a borne or. office so_that they are appropriate -to the-res-

Or'users. Although:these individuals May:not_speak explicitly in rhe-
Jorical terms, much of What they -Oils rhetorical; and the students should
gain some idea of the rhetorical,natureof concerns .with which 'these
individuals deal. .
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In the third unit. the students themselves.Hwill_have opportunities
to apply_coricepts and.prjnciples. Of_cOntemporary_rhetoric to the visual en-
vironMent.' Students select for.studY,some'visual pheriomenon-rsuch as a
,painting, a sculpture-, a- car, a building, a park, or a City--ind'analyze_it
using some aspect ofcontemporary rhetorical theory-- perhaps Burke's_notion_
of:perspective by incongruity or WeaVers dittinctiOn between rhetoric(and

,._dialectic. 'These analyses are shared with other tlass_meMbers_to encourage.
Winking about and: discussion of all kinds. of visual elements in:rhetorical,
terms;

Sawle.Analytes

The brief review of -the justificationffor and format of the course
hopefully.hasygiven_the_prospettive instructor a basic'ldea of,the_wayin
whith_visuaLphenomena can be used-to teach contemporary rhetorical theory:
Sample.arialyses_of the way in which contemporary rhetorical_theory:can be.
aPplied..to_varfious. visual aspects of. the environwen might further clarify
the_procedure.and give the_instructor_greater_confidente in7-the teaching
of. such a course; .',Tojllustrate the appliqtion of contemporary rhetorical
theory..to visual phenomena, .will .show howthe_concepts of -three rhetori-
cal;theorists can be used to analyze three:vitua images; The ideas_of_1;
A; .Richardt,willbe:used'to:analyze Joan Mire's painting',._Blue IL; Kenneth
Burke's notions will:be applied to a Burger King restaurant; and Richard
Weaver's concepts Willlprpvide the basis for,an analysis_of_the ocean-front
strip of Virginia Beach, Virginia. . There is no_particular relationship be-
tween the theorittt and_the visual. phenomena: selectedfor analysis; Burke's
ideas, for example. easily could have been used as the basis for an exami-

.



nation of an art object or an environment andhneed not be restricted to
examining architecture and interior design.

An Analysis of Blue 11 According_t_oRicharqs-

TO illustrate how I. A. Richards' notions about rhetoric can be
taught through the -use ofAqorks_of visual art; I have selected fot. analy;
sis a painting -by Joan Miro; Born in 1893 in Spain,:Miro'sparly,art_thOwed
the influence of'various_ movements:in European painting; he soon dovelooed
his own style,- however, rooted in Spanish music;_architecture, and festi:-
vals characterized by color andfantasy; He is not only a_painter but also

'has created,teramicsi prints; and sculpture; Blue-II was-:completed in 1961
and is -now part_ the collection of the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New York
City. It is oil on canvas, approximately nine feet by_eleven_feet; and
consists of an aqua blue background -with a long;_ vertical orange rod-at the
eft_of the painting and a series of_black oval shapes creeping_horizontal-
ly to the right of the rod. The following suggests the basic form of the
painting:
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Richards'-- ideas. rhetoric, although not:intended originally to
be applied to visual images; offer perhapta particUlarly_appropriate means
of studying abstract-art not only because he.has7been concerned_with_aes-
thetitt7_but also because_his.focus'in rhetoric is on misunderstanding and
its remedies. To study misunderstanding anditt reMediesi_for_Richards; is
to study weaning as_conveyed_in symbols. AlthbUghlhe concentrates in his
workt on the meanings of verbaliidiscourse, hit definitibnof rhetoric as
inclusive of:all forms of_discourse-and the tendency of atittract art_tcr,cre-
ate a_great deal of:misunderstanding lead me to belieVe that Richards would
be interested in elimdnating this typeof misunderstanding as well as that
found in Verbal communication;

A thief:cause of_ misunderstanding, Richards says, is the proper
meaning superstition, which is_the_belief_that a word hata_Meaning of its
-own--ideally, only -one- -that is Andependentofittuse and the purpose for
which. it is uttered and that people should recognize, agree abbUtiland stick
to it.8: As a result of this superstitution;_whenever we hear anything said,
we immediately conclude that the speaker_is_referringito what we would be
referring to were we speaking -the words_oursejvesi_often,'however, the in
terpretation is incorrect.9 ,This:assumptiontcante seen operating nOt.. only
in--our use of wprds,ibut in the_vitUaliarts as, well: A-typical viewerilobk_
ing at the Miro painting might be inclined to -ask; "What As it supposed to
be ?-" And much of the, misunderstanding that the-viewer experiences comes
from the fact that it hatinbisingle meaning- -there it no one image or idea
that the artist is communicating to the viewer. But the assumption that
there is one such image isia-common one-and continues to lead to confusion
about paintings such as this.: I

To, rebut the proper-meaning superstition, Richards_offers his oWn.
theory:of meaning based on theiidea that words mean nothing by themselves-=
they have meaning only -when a thinkerimakesiuse of them.10 The process he-
describes can be used to explain howAe-derive our meanings from paintings
or other visual_ phenomena. His starting point is_theidea tnat-humans are_
responsive to other things, with our responses affected by our past expe-
riences; In other words, we respond to a stimulus in a way that isinflu-
enced by the_other_things-that happened toius_when-Mbre:Or less'similar
stimuli struck us_in_the_past._1-1 When we look at Blue II, then, our per-
teption is influenced not only by the present circumstances, but alsoty
our past_ experiences with art:andabstract art in- particular; the colbrs
initheipainting_, the shapes-and forms in the painting; our acquaintance
With the works of Miro,_and_perhapt,even with our pastexperiencetin art -

galleries'-and in New_York_City. Thus, ore viewer might feel beWiOderment
because of little exposure to_and_understanding of abttraCt -

another might respond positively,tolthepainting=because the dominant blue
COlbrireMindt her of a swimming pool,_summer,,or_the sky. A fishei-mahi
the other handi might see the oval_black_forms_as,rockt in a river and bt
pleasantly remindediofipast fishing trips. Any past experience that is
called up by the painting will affect the beholder's response to it.

The role-these past experiences play in meaning becomes,mbre expli=
cit as Richatds develops his concept of context. He defines :context as a
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whole cluster -of events that recUr:together, a set of_things or- events or
entities related in_a certain Way;12 and because of context,_asign_or-sym-
bol_is-able to function-. Signs-are former components of a context that__
once affected us as a whole,_andieven when only part of the_context appears;
that part affects us as though the whole context were present._ For example;
dark_skies,_thunder, lightning( and:rwin may -once have constituted a con-
text.Followitirthisexperience, if thunder1\s heard, it:affects us as
though the:ri=st-of the context were present==that iSi we interpret .the thun-
der as asign_of_rain and thus. act accordingly by_tatrying an UMbrella_. So
our interpretation-of a-sign is our rektion to it as determined by past ex-
periences in similar- situations as well as by, our present experience. For
Richards',-then; meaning- becomes context. Symbols_derive: meaning through be-
longing_t2a recurrent group of events and serving as substitutes exerting_
the powers of= -what is not there. What a word means is the missing parts of
the context.13,

To see how this process of meaning operates in the visual arts,
let's return to the viewer of Blue II-who was reminded of a swimming pool
by the rectangular space of the blue color thet dominates the painting.
The whole context of the swimmin9.pool_image might include a hot summer
day, the coolness of the water, sharing fun with friends, vacation, cold
beer, gettingIa sure= tan, the smell-of -sun- tan lotion, children learning to
swim -in the shallo end of the pool, going off the high diving board for
the first time, ch orine in the eyes; a yellow-beach towel, wet cement be-
neath_the feet, and feelings of eelaxation and contentment. Upon viewing
Blue I I , the blue color in the painting acts liAr the beholder as a sign of
this entire context,-and the painting affects het as though the whole con-
text were present.= The painting for this particular viewer "means" the
missing parts of that context, and she is likely to leave the painting with
A= pleasant feeling -about it--even though she/may not realize consciously
that the meaning of.the painting for her is coming from-that specif4 con-
text.

,
' j

Richards' semantic triangle, of course, clarifies the relationship,
between the symbol, the mental processes, and the actual object'or referent
in this process of the acquisition of meaning. At the three points of the
triangle, Richards places "symbol," "referent," and "reference" or thought.
For our viewer, the color blue or the painting as a -whole would be the sym-,

bol, the swimming pool is the referent, and the recollections of the ex-
periences with the swimming pool and its color are the reference. .

i. Re collection of experiences with swimming pool and its color
(Reference)

Color blue or painting
(Symbol)

Swimming pool (Referent)
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Between_the,viewer!s thoughtS and the symbol .(the_ color blue or the
painting); causal _relations hold. The Symbol causes her_to perform an act
of referencethat_is; to think about the SWitiiiihg_ppol and her experiences
there.: Between these thought processes and theireferent (the swimming pool), .

there is also_a_relation thati5 more or leSS dirett--the viewer thinks
about the object that_is the- swimming pool, But betWeen the symbol _and the
referent there:4 no direct connection, which accounts = for: the likelihdod:
that the painting will create different responses inthe thought processes
of each person who sees it. So experience plays an important:role in-the
development -of the thought which:in turn influences the relationship be-
tween symbol and referent.,

Other notions_ that_ are nvolved in Richards' theories: of rhetoric
od be:800110d d studied_in terms of a paintin such as Blue His9-

"distinction between :emotive and symbolic language,14 his model of compre,_
hending,15:8nd hiS deSCr ption_of_ the various functions of language ,16 for
example, all would ehabl the student to learn more about_ his theories and
to become Skilled at see ng them in operation throughout the visual world.

A Burkean Anal sis of r er Kin ReStaurant
pe .

Both the exterior design and interior spaces of buildings can serve
as subject matter for r etorical analysis. In cities that contain famous,
unique buildings such a -the John Hancock building in Chicago., the Guggen-
heim Museum in New Yor City, or the Capitol building in Washington, D.C.,
students will have 'a'cc:Ss ,ta dramatic examples for study. but those who
do not have access' to hete type's of-buildings still' can use rhetorical the=
ory to study the ,buildings around them._ To illustrate this type of analy=
sis, I have selected f r study a typical Burger 'King restaurant that -is lo-
cated on the corn r of 21st Street and C011ey Avenuein Norfolk, Virginia.

From, the:01:sj,de' of the Burger King, the customer sees_ a -square
bui pg with a 4ria0 shake roof.- GlatS Wihdbigs dominate_the_front_ofsJ
the_building:andiiajlAiefone to see the line of customers while still_out-
side,__A_very_lar0: 4: s.n_ with the Burger Kihg lbg0 of the words "Burger King"
between two halves o ;'-al-tiamburger bun towertiOVer a small _yard enclosed by
a split-rail fence.that contains grass, shrUbS_i _and two small trees; A
parking lot is adjkcent to one side of the buildihg.

ns de, the- restaurant features linOleurri designed_to look like brick
on the :floor,_ plastic paneling on the walls made tO±look like wood and inter-
sperspa_with mirrors; anatwo large photographfc Wallpaper murals of trees'
in autumn..: On_the_ceiling__are square, flat, plastic light= covers decOrated
withia deSign_of tree branches and autumn leaves. The table_surfaces:are: :

formica designed to_ look like__wood_grain, and rod, plastic, Chairs-ragain: with
an imitation _wood_grain -- are- attached -to =them with metal bar's.' The seating
area is divided =in two with_a_ screen toped by plastic,geometric shapesiin
red, orange, and YellaW, These colors: are emphasized throughout the_entire
restaurant. The &bunter top at which orders are placed is.yellow, -with red,



-Orange; and maroon strip,
formt and hats -with brown;
nat'Wear a uniform; he we
Instrumental music plays,
taurant almost col/d:

-CUti-amers( order from aligHted_sign that contains the litt of items
avoilable_as well as photographsiof_a beefsteak sandwich; a baYldrinking a
Milk shokeVand an envelope of french- frees: 0*.employee st8nds at the
cash register taking customers' orders, while the other eMplaYeetAirePare
and bring the food as sheirequestsAtAver:akmicrPOPPe;L_Behind the counter,
the customer Can see -the back of the stainless steel grill, stainless steel
work areas where employees wrap food,. and-- steel beverage:Mathines.
Customers are given their items on trays that are stacked next to the cash
register; go tothe dininglareato eat; and then deposit their trash in one
of the many containers marked "THANK YOU."

One possible way to approach theiBurger_King_restaurant usingiBurke.'t
notions of rhetoriCliSitO examine it in terms of fowl...Farm, for. Burke, is
an arousing and= ulfillment of:desires; and Airmenerallycan be-classt=
fied as one of five major types: conventi al; repetitive,qualitative-pro=-
gression,.syllogistic progression,_:and mtnar.l7 Conventional form involves
the appeal_of_form for form, exemplified in the:peroration_in_classical ora-
tory. In_such_a case, -the appeal of:the_form already exisin_the minds
of the - audience. Conventional form is violated when; for_dxample, there is
no peroration in a classical speech or:when someone doet not -shake -hands
when introduced_to_spmeone.,_Because all Burger King rettaurants,are_essen-
tially alike.,_conventional_form,opetates as customers enter the restaurant_
expecting_a_certain_form that is eificient, clean, has a certain atmosphere;
and affert certain types of food. -And this convent-lanai form isinot,vio=
late-There._ Iou_were to enter the:Burger King; an the1ather handiiand
finaaVailable

fy
a varietytof_flavorsPf YOgurt, different-taladt; steak_br

ithitken dinnersiyith a_choice,of vegetables, mixed drinkt; beer- and wine;'
and a candlelight setting with real wood paneling and linen tabletloths,
COnVentiOnal form would be violated.TB

ru i g down the front. The:employees wearani-
yell and red strives. AnlYtheimanager does
s'Ore _slacks, a short=tle-OVed shirt; and a tie.

ontinuously; and air conditioning keeps the res-
-

Repetitive form is the consistent maintenance of a principlender
new guises; or a restatement of the same thing in different ways. In a
speech, this type takes the form of a "string_of pearls" approach, in which
different eAamples are strung together to emphasize the same point. Repe-
titive form- is, evident at the Burger King in thatmany diverse elements
make the same Point: this is an eating establishment that is clean and fast.
The omnipresent plastic--in the chairs; tables, floors, walls, trash con-
tainers, salt and pepper shakers, and across thehOh-chair talales-=signals
that this:placeis clean since all of these lttdrally can be hosed down or
at least easily cleaned. No -wood has to be repainted, Sanded, or varnished.
No bricks ha e to be replaced when they trumble, no silverwdre has to be
polished, no lOtes have to be- washed, and no floors have to be waxed. Even
the encourage nt to pi,ck up one's own trash after the meal (the result of
"THANK YOU" on the trash' containers) signals that this is to be a clean
place;



The restaurant is efficient as -a result of the easy care wit' main -
tenance required, as well as through-the food,servihg processes that have
beenestablished.: The woman taking orders asks, "Can I_help you ?" immedi-
ately after .finishing with the previous- customer. Any lack of attention
or hesitation on the)part of the_customer_is met with irritation. Many
items are ready:to gb:eVehibefore_a customer orders them. Hamburgers are
waiting under lights in wrappers or_boxes-;_for example, and the employees
simply:grab them and put theM on the_tray_next to the:cash register as they
are ordered.,_The use Of:the microphone_to_tall_outwhat-has_beeh ordered
means that the woman:at:the cash register_does not have to step away from
the-register;to transmit the Order or fill it Even the high chairs have
wheels on them as if to communicate that they can be'plated quickly at a
table as needed.

Progksive:formieonsists of twoleinds4 syllogistic and qualita-

,
_

:Live:. Syllogistic form isi:the fbrin of a perfectly- conducted argument in,.
whichthepremises force the OhtlUtiOn: -Given_the:various_aspects of the
Burger_King,that are visible to the customer- -the omnipresent- logo-with the
hamburger:on it, limitedfoOd choices, Olattit physical_surroundings; ef-
ficiency in the taking and fillihg Of Ordert_iiand economitaltpri.ces--one
does not_expect_gourmet, unusual fOOd served in an interesting and attrat-_
time manner _The premises,(Burke, would appreciate the pun)-forte
the:conclusion_that-the foodeateh there may =be tattyienough; but it will
be_preparedand packaged with economy, e fficiency, an uniformity in mihth
Taste, in -this case,--may- not be as important as thete_other qualities; just
as _asyriogisrmisAlotparticulaoyvaluabloitiallife-roi-its content--
WS_the.formthatismostimportant. 3

Qualitative:progression; which lacks the pronounced anticipatory
ture oftyllogistic:form,_puts one-in a state of mind frOM which another _-_:
state:can appropriately follow: _The_ButAerKing, of cOUrSe_dbet this The
visible:aspects of the-- restaurant put the customer in a:State:of mincLin:
which:the types of food_that are'"-served become acceptable. :The:same food
s_erved:,in a different_environment_would not be,acceptableiatiall. Thus we
fihd thatiform in a Burger King operates as Burke argues that it do-es: one
part of:the restaurant leads the customer to- anticipate another,partlof it,
the customer is gratified by the sequence; and this results in identifica-
tion with the restaurant:

Burke's notion of ttyle_also is important in aconsideratioh of
identification.: 5tYle:is-considered_by,Burke to--be a form of in§ratiatioh;
it:is anattemptito gain faVOr by "saying_thelright thing."19 Anythihg
within the act that creates.identification_falls under Burkes-definition

krr9/

of sty17-.:: In theiBurger_Kihg, idehtification is_created_tffrough 'conformity
to othi BUrger:Kings:and fatt-food restaurants similar to it as well as-to
tholt-ltural values of- progress, techhology;:efficiency,_cleanliness, order;
conformityl,,and:actumulatioh of thihgt as evidence of status.- _For_example;
to conform to the cultural values Of:Or-Ogress anditechnoiogy, Burger-King
features expanses of steel, micrOphOdet to communicate with people only a

fewjeet,avy; modern plastics, air conditioning, recorded music,' and a
- large parking lot for cars. Our society is fatt=paced and efficient; so is

.
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the Burger King with its focus on getting people in and out as quickly as
possible.

A :

-Order also is important in our society- -we like objects; people,
and_ideas,to be intheir properplaces, and we generally don't like=to deal
with the non - routine, the-displaced, or the disruptive. _Burger -King% style.
'adheres-to this norm in the uniforms of the lowe'r.,level_employees which
place theM_allas_equals in alcategory that is different from- that of the
higher- status manager, reflecting our preference for,hierarchical_arrange-
ments.--The term ''king" thelnamereinforces our respect forl_this_type_
of order--a king is on the top of_fhe hierarchy:of status._ The_consisten-
cy_of the food;_the_specific systems established to prepare food and take
ordersi_and chairs and:booths that cannot:be:moved around to create more_
flexible_or usable_seating systems to, meetithe demands of various indiVid-
uals also.Jettert that this is indeed an orderly place.

We see_a belief in the accumulation of things in the term given:to
one of the items on_the_Menu: _''the Whopper." This-it tU000Sed:to:be the
top-of- the - line item; but_its_name suggests not quality bUt quafitity. The
double and triple wrappingtof_most=fomis also function to makq the custom=
er think more-is being- given- for --one's money--in a sense, a stop at Burger
King _allows one to accumulate:. Burger King, then, establishes mutual in=
gradation:by saying the-right things--the things that people in our sod=
ety generally have agreed to be the most highl,y valued.

_ _ _ ___ _ __
Just:as Burke's notions of_form_dand=style_tan-be seen operating in

the Burger King4 his specific methods of-criticism can be .applied to the
restaurant,- althOUgh, of course; considerations_of_form_and style are es-
sential ih Many:of these methods.: Eet's_take_as_an_example of_Burke's cri-
tical methOdt theiagon analysis, which -- attempts -to. answer. _stion,
NhativertUt:What?'' ; Using this technique,- the--critic searches:J. r=drama-c,
tic alighitients or:conflict between agents and,counter,agents._on t e,assuMp-
tion that:Sincethe motive for communication-is_always_some=aspect_of di-
vision,'ithere W-601-4appear to exist-in every communicative- experience some ,z
conflict betWeen characters, terms, or:ideas that must be_resolVed.:_in

_agon analysis, the critic-. attempts to locate thiSiconflict:andAhus_gain
insights into the guilt being expunged or-the-transformatiions that occur:
as.the result of the conflict.

Examplet,-of conflicting,ideat and images are Abundant at:t4e Burger.
King. Each plattit cup is imprinted"with:the:wordti: qlitpOte.Properly
P lease _Help-Keep -Our:Environment-Clean and trash containers areomnis
present_that spell out:I-WM-YOU." These two elements albde might Tead
the-customer -to believe_that Burger Kingis-toMmitted tO.enCtirOnMental:COn=
cerns; But in opposition -, thecustomer finds that all food served at the
Burger_King_is wrapped_and wrapped and wrapped. Hamburgers are wrapped in
paper and- cartons- and-then- placed in=paper bags, all ofHwhfch:are thrown away
:after beingAised_for_postibly=ten minutes. Jsianytreet go"-in o the mak-MO
of:Pap6r-Products_foOurget_King:;_whichjs in direct: °pot ion to the
printed messages: on the paper products and trash cans. Tat the owners,
managers; and designers of Burger King possibly feel some'jui t as a ,result

1 0
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might be inferred fromythe fact that the trash that is put into the -Oh-
tainers_is not visible-- customers are not allowed to see the amount of

.paper that is wasted hourly and daily.

Another oppositiOn evidentat Burger_King_is_between nature and
artificiality On the qie hand, there are photographic wallpaper scenes
of a fOrest_in autumn; a splitrailiwoodifence; and bushes; grass, and:
trees surrounding_the exterior of the building, all of -which might ihdi=_
cate.an_affinity for nature -and natural materials.__But_these are opposed
byithe fake wood grains_in-the:chairs, on the_tables, andon_the,walls as
well as by the Nhts_featuting fOce trees, -all of which_mock_nature in
their:obViO4S cheap imitations,_ Again, guilt at participation in thede-
structioh'Of the:environment may have caused:an attempt to. identify with
nature through photographs-of it and in the incorporation of some natural
elements in the exterior landscaping of the building.

Burger:king's logo and name featuring the haMbUrgeriand_its_retent
introduction of new sandwich-items to the menu provides ditional conflictin the restaurant. phereas.Burger_King.for several years sold only_bam-.:
burgers, it:how serves chicken4 ham-and cheese, and fith fillet sandwiches
as well,-makihg:_itt name and logo_somewhat misleading:and'inappropriate; .

Why_did Burger King,decide_to introduce these new sandwich items when ham-
,.burgers seemed sufficient for several_years?- One answer might be that it
simply followed -the lead of McDonales, which: introduced thete varieties
earlier. Another ahtwei-iowtibei_however; that these new items are again
an attempt to_expunge guilt andithus_to_changeiiidentity: awat,ethat_iti
severely limits the options; available to its customers and that_theifoods _
it serves are not high in nutritional content and quality, BurgeriKing feels
compelled to expand the menu to offer more freedom and more varied nutrients
for its customers.

Another conflict is apparent at Burger King._ For several years, its
primary:- advertising slogan watiL"Have it your way,":the implication being
that_Burger King is interested in meeting_the,individual's needs, not in
treating_customers as one in a Mass. This slogancontrasts directly with
the overall treatment of the customers by the employees. The woman taking
the ordersatthe cash register did not seem at all. concerned with the needs
and:wants_ofjndividual customers. She clearly was unhappy if they needed
a minute_or two -to peruse the seleCtibns and make a decision as_to_whatto:
order; She asked every- customer, "Can I help you?" in an_irritated_tone_of
voice;imMediately_upon finishing with the previous customer and- became -very
impatient if the customer did not respond immediately. _This:apparent lack__
of concern:forthe customer may have instigated a trahsformation_such_as,the
one BurkeidiStusses. The -slogan, "Have -it your way," was dropped perhaps
because the management knew the entire Burger King systeMiS_predicated on
efficiency, not on meeting individual needs; therefore, the "lie" should
not be encouraged or perpetrated;20

Just at:agoh analysis provides_some possible insights into conflicts
at the Burger King and possible reasons for_changes in its advertising and
environmental detbr, tither insights could be gained using other Burkean

13
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methodslof criticism suctas_cluster analysis; pentadic analysis, or es-
sentializing. Whatever the concepts or methods-used as the basis for this
type of analysis., the results should reveal new knowledge and perspectives
about our responses to buildings.

Cruising the Strip with Richard Weaver

The application of contemporary_principles_of_rhetoric_need not be
confined -to traditional visual arts forms such as painting;_architetture;
or interior design. _Students might want_to look at more expanded visual_
aspects of their world--entire environments such as parks; streets.;_neigh-
borhoodS:Lor cities. To illustrate how Richard Weaver's ideas about-rhet-
oric can be used toanalyze these larger environments, I will take as an
example__of such an environment the resort strip of the city of Virginia -

Beach, Virginia.

Virginias Beach, with a-population of 250,000, is a resort_city.10-
catedionithe Atlantic coast between Norfolk, Virginiai_and_the North Caro
lina border.i It calls itself the largestiresort_city in the-world since
it annexed its county a few_years ago. The result_was a land mass for the .

city that is 35 miles long by_25i miles wide, _Tourists rarely go beyond the
ocean-front strip, however, which includes hotels, fast -food restaurants,
T- shirt shops, souvenir shops; discos,_and miniature golf courses built
along the beach on what used to be sand dunes. A_concreteiboardwalk runs'
along the beach throughout the strip, separating hotels and motels fromithe
sand. Traffic on the streetsHn_and around the stripiis_very heavy_during
the tourist, season, and cars barely move as drivers circle the blocks in
'search- -of parking places or to-gawk at scantily-clad men and- women walking
the sidewalks and beach.. On the beach itself, which is quickly disappearing
because the natural-barriers-once_fOrmedby the dunes no longer keep the
sand_fromr_eroding;=individuals-reeking of sun-tan lotion lie a few inches
apart from each other; covering everS, available spot of sand.

We might begin an analysis of Virginia Beach's strip with Weaver's
basic notion--that language.or_symbolS are symbolic. We -no- sooner have ut-
tered_words or built atuilding.or created an environment than we have-gi-
ven impulse to other people to look_at_the world; or.some part of it _in a
certain_way.21 This attitude implies an act;-making ail rhetoric a rheto-
ric of motives since in its utterance there a will to alter something.

A walk through the strip at Virginia Beach indicates that indeed;
a specific attitude and specific actions are encouraged and exhibited.ty._
the tourists there.: Primarily, they are supposed to spend money.. The vis-
ual environment tells you this at a glance. Only places where one can con-
sume exist along -the strip. Trees:, grassi_and flowers don't exist largely
because they would take up space that could be used_to extract money from
the tourists, Prices of all ofithe commodities sold:on Ahe strip are very
high. Rates lit hotels and motels increase drastically during the tourist
season, for example, and beverage vending machines along the strip sell a
coke for SOC that costs 30¢ or 35¢ off the strip.

14
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A second attitude:that thes. rip conveys is.that it does not caret_
about the natural environment. Mass,transit is virtually non existent --
parking lots and meters abound for_cars.,_Sand dunes -were destroyed in or-
der to build _the Strip. There_is_nyfoliage to maintain the natural flow
of oxygen -and carbon monoxide or to provide beauty, deSpite the faCt_that
plants and trees grow lushly and_readilyin the geographit area Plastic;
artificial materials'are everywhere- -from restaurant interiors tothe large-
scale-hippopotamusesiigiraffes; and_King_Kings that loom abOVe the minia7
ture golf courses. The.statement that is made about the environment urges
actions appropriate to a lack of concern for_life,in nature: lie on the
beach; dance all night, consume junk food; ogle and pick up women (or men);
and get drunk.

Just-as Weaver believed that rhetoric is sermonic in that it 0-chi-
bits -an attitude and encourages certain acts;_ he believed that there it a
proper ordering the goods in a culture; There is -a hierarchy of terms
capable of movin4 individualsito action with some- ultimate_ source on the
top; He asserted that the major -goal of an ethical-- rhetoric must be to
maintain these ultimate terms and thus to maintain proper values.22 As a'
starting point_ to analyze this hierarchy, Weaver formulated the notion of
god and devil terms. God terms are expressions to which all other express
sions are subordinate and less powerful. Their force_imparts to the others
their lesser degreeof force and fixes the_scalety which degrees o com-
parison are understood. The counterpart of the god term is the devi term,
the enemy that people will work to keep out of the culture.23

A discovery of the god and devil terms operating in the Virginia
Beach strip offers some interesting insights:into its environment; _God
terms evident include "youth,"_"shiny" or "flahy4" "sehsuality;"_"physi-

"tan.," "freedom," "play," "excitement," "relaxation," and "sun." The
Strip communicates to visitors that this isitheiplate_to forget the_rou-
tine-Siff:work, a place_typlay and relax and leaVe:Old inhibitions behind.
TO take it in_:this environment; the individual must be tan; sexy, young;
and possess flashy - clothing and car., Devil terms ihClUda "old age, "- "dull-
ness, " "intellect, ": "palei"_"restraint" (which includes institutional re-
straints such as "church" and "school"),,"work,""bored0M," "rain," and

In- other words, anything:thatinhibits the carefree pursuit of sun,
sex, and glitter_ becomes evil; and many_of the ideas that would be:god terms
in the _indiVidUal's home_environment (such as "work" and "intellett") are
shelved and temporarily forgotten at:the__Beach. The normal hierarchy of
terms in the hOMO:environment is inverted,--and the terms that are highly,
regarded and_sanctiOhed at- home become despised on the strip. Weaver, of
course, would urge that all tourists at the_striyhold a private dialectic
to examine the terms present in the rhetoric there--and thus prevent them=
selves from becoming creatures of evil public forces and victims of their
own thoughtless rhetoric.

Again, this Has been merely a sample of the kinds of analyses and
insights that Weaver's theories of rhetoric:cbuld provide when applied to
a portion of a city. Such_an_analysis could be carried further by looking
at the strip in the context of, for example, WeaVer's types of argbment;24
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Many_resOurces are available both on contemporary rhetoric and art
that -the instructor will findiUtefUl:in preparing for_a_Course such as this
Because-- instructors of rhetoric are likelYito be familiar with works deal=
ing with contemporayy rhetOritiithe_following bibliography is Composed only
of works dealing,with art and the visual environment since resources in
this area are not likely to be as faMiliar._ The works listed here all_take
essentiillyaThetorical view toward art and were selected for inclusion
specifically with this perspective in mind.

Alexander; Christopher. The Timeless Way bf Building; New York: Oxford
University Press; 1979.

Presentation of a new theory of architecture; building; and plan-
ning that emphasi±eSitheTquality_that results from living patterns
taking place within buildings and cities. Introduces the pattern
language approach to architecture by, which. an individual may create
any act of building.

Alexander, Christophpri Sai-a Ithikawai Murray SilVerstein, Max Jacobson,
Ingrid Fiksdahl-Kingi_andiShiomoTAngel; A Pattern Language. NeW
York: Oxford UniversitY,PretS', 1977;

The second_book_in the- series about the pattern_ language method_of
architecture -and planning_that proVides the patterht or units of
language that answer_design_problems. These patterns are -very spe-
tifit; as-"HoW high should_a window till be?" "How many stories_
Should a building have? Ilow_much space in a neighborhood should
be_devoted to -grass and trees ? " --More than 250 patterns are given,
allowing any lay_perton to design any part of an environment with
an eye to the effects of that design.

Alexander, Christopher; Murray SilVerstein;Shlomo Angel; Sara Iskikawa, and
Denny Abrams. The Oregon Experiment. New York: 'Oxford University
Press, 1975.

The third_book_in the series about the pattern language method, this
is the master plan thatis betpg implemented at the University of
Oregon in Eugene; Oregon. It describes in full detail how the_pat-
tern language approach is being implemented thero, with an entire
community_of'15,000 persons taking charge of all planning and de-
Sign of the campus;

Baldinger, Wallace S. The Visual Arts. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ttoh, 1960;

A guide to the_basic elements and principles of the visual arts; in-
cluding industrial design -0d the crafts, arthitetture; sculpture;
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photography, film; printmaking, and painting.

Berleant, Arnold. The:Aesthetic Field:- A Phenomenology of Aesthetic'Ex-
periehte. Springfield; Illinois: Charles C. Thtithass 1970;

A concise review of basic theories of at including the imitations
emotionalist; expreSsionists communication; and=formalist theories.
It also includes a model for an aesthetic fielertheory of art that
overcomes many of the probleft of former theories; .

Dewey,' John; Art a_s_Experience. New York: Capricorn, 1958,

Based on aseries of leCtures given at, Harvard University in 1931
on the philosophy Of_arts this book discusses the fOrmal structures
and characteristic effects of the arts; including expressions forms
substance, and perception;

Dondis; Donis A. A Primer of Visual Literacy; Cambridge; Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Press's 1973;

Beginning with the assumption thatiVitUal as well as verbal liter-
acy means sharing the assigned meatiihg of a COMMontody_of informa-
tions Dondis,sets_out_to construct a batiC system for learning; -_
recognizing; making;_and_understanding ViSUal_messages that are ne-
gotiable by all peoples_not just those specially trained, such as
the designer_or tha artist. It includes a dittUssion of topics such
as perception, attraction-- and grouping, positi'Ve_and negative; tones
dimensions abstractiOn;\tcale; and-style and contains diagrams and
exercises to assist in the development of visual literacy.

4IP _

-----"HaxtabTe, Ada Louise.;_Kicked_a Building_Lately? New York: Quadrangle/New
York Times Book CO., 1976;

A collection of critiques of buildihgt_and cities including the Ken-
nedy Center; the Hirshorn Museum, New York, BOtton; Washington; 'and
ftiladelphia;

Stolhit2_4' Jerome; Aesthetict=andP-h-i-losophy of Art Criticism; Boston;
HbUghton Mifflin; 1960;

An introductory text to aesthetics that includes discussions of the
aesthetic-experience; theoriet of art;-the structure of art; issues
in aesthetics such as uglitietttrdths and morality; andthe evalu-
ation of art. s

Langers Susanne K. Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art:, New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons; 1953. .

The sequel to_PhilosbOhY,in a New Keys-in which Langer takes her
theory of symbolism andjormulates it into asystematics_comprehen-
sive theory of art, applying At in turn to painting, sculpture,
architecture, music, dances dramas and film.

Langer; Susanne K. Philosophy in a New _Key; New York: The New AMerican
Library, 1942.



In this work, Langer argues that the human brain is constantly can.--
rying on a process of symbolic transformation of expertence as a
basic human need. This concept of symbolic transformation of ex
perience strikes a new key in philosophy, and the topics discussed
include the logic_of signs and symbols; what constitutes meaning;
what characterizes symbols as-the basis for her elaboration of the
significance of language, ritual, myth, and music;-and the integra-,
tion of all these elements into human mentality.

Rasmussen, Steen Eiler. ExperiencingArchitecture. Cambridge, Massachu-,

setts Institute of Technology Press, 1959.

Beginning with the premise that an architect is a theatrical pro-
ducer_who plans the Setting for our lives and creates innumerable
circumstances as a result of the way he or she arranges the setting,
Rasmussen attempts to explain the elements with-which the architect
works._ Included are solids and cavities, scale and proportion, rhy-
thm,.textunl effects, daylight, color, and hearing.

_

Venturi,-Robert;_Denise Scott Brown, and Steven IZenbur;_Aearning from=
Vegashe=forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form. Cambridge:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ProtSi 1972.

Deals with tymbblisM in architectuYe, particulaPly that_evident in
the LasiVegas strip. TOpict'covered include the architecture of
persuasion, architecture at symbol, system and order, permanence
and-change, lighting, Monumentality, styles; and signs;

With the scope of rhetorit generally recognized as much wider than
simply-writteior spoken discourse,_ rhetorical principles and concepts ap-
plied to visual_ phenomena as described in thit_syllabus.hopefully will en-
able students to gain new insights into bOth rhetoric and:the_vitual envi-
ronment well as to make the relevance of rhettiric strikingly clear;
Through instruction and study of this kind, perhaps we will discover new
,perspectives about how communication_ functions_ in its entirety as we share
visions with those who study and work in visual as Well as verbal modes..
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